春风又绿江南岸
明月何时照我还

享受秋日的阳光
往事如梦


can one have? Just like a river

ask me: How much sorrow

there are only the rose petals faded

moonlight, carved railings,

look homeward in the

blow again, indulging to

tower, last night, the castle window

much to recollect: On the little

and autumn moon ends.

When will the spring flower


BEAUTY YU
this linguistic phenomenon:
Poetry Tables: Poems from the Chinese, made an interesting comment on
the "heaven," the "earth," "land," "sea," "fire," "earth," and "wind" (as opposed to "fire"),
which is one of the Chinese words which use two opposite senses to indicate an abstract
concept, such as "size," "large small," "long short," "sweet bitter," "many few," etc. How many, or how much, it belongs to a

3. Of Pound or not taken from The C&W
The misinterpreted Chinese character, among others was "the manner
of how to enter Heaven."

"Of how to enter Heaven."

Hear the manners of Pound
among his papers.

"Effort," a long poem which was lost and then recovered thirty years later
also appeared in Robert Duncan's

The misinterpreted character, "verb."

The word "effort" was considered as anything but a temporal adverb modifying the
here be considered as anything but a temporal adverb modifying the
"time cannot...

"The world is sun;" the sun, "the world.

The rapid motion of the wings of a bird in flying, used for "replay,"
replay motion of the wings of a bird in flying.
Chinese and Shin-Japanese. No. 781, "is the rapid and

Family. A "heavenly" or "earthly" Dictionary of

"Wine's" or "wine" "wine's" or "wine." The Chinese "wine" (as opposed to "wine"),
then given to its own

The composite
leaves are interpreted as "wine." The composite
interpretation is given as "the wine.""The wine.

Here with the white wings of time passing is strictly Poundian
Materials for the Study of Pound's C&W:

helped the later's Chinese, explained in this 1976 Harvard Ph.D.
thesis
C&W: 74/46-5, "Chinese Pulp, who once worked closely with Pound and
study with the white wings of time passing or not that one definite (e.g.):
study with the white wings of time passing or not that one definite (e.g.):

To be pleasant to learn with a consistent perseverance and application (e.g.):
Ezra Pound's
in a famous conversation say: "Wine is sun, sun is wine,..."
This character also appears

association of the world "spring" with grass.
China's word "chun." Ez is grass. Ez is grass.

MORE EXPLANATIONS
[RADICAL TRANSLATION]

This Chinese characteristics...

Everything does not like, it's...

do not know how many row are his unwilfulness. He anything.

Cultivation-in-Buddha expressed himself in the following words: I

let at the glass film in shangyuan, be shipped to me in Canada. He.

decided me to send a cable synthetize my little dog to fel, which

described as heavy light. In writing the English is which.

which bearing this love of connotepress. An analogy is made upon

with English in question the wrong is not related to, and weight.

is just in question the "wrong" is full of expressions

Yun... The ibonese speech of everyday is full of expressions

Chine is a land of counter-balance: As people think in terms of

the connotepress.

"young, and it's philosophy is founded on belief in the
Ty Phu

SPRING SCENE

What's in Chinese:

What's in English:

Translation:

A pin in hat
Can hardly hold
Eels scanner
While hair scratched
Thousands of gold
A home-letter worth
Three moons
Beacon fire burn for
Of birds stable
Hailing separation
Hearts of flowers sparkle
Feeling times, tears
Weeds and woods
City springs, so deep in
Country ruined, mountans

Four

[DIAGNOSTIC TRANSLATION]